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New York CityÂ travel guide and activity book in one!Â Enjoy a new family adventure in NYC! With

â€œKidsâ€™ Travel Guide â€“ New York Cityâ€• Your kids will become the family tour guide! They

enjoy fun facts, challenging tasks, useful tips, coloring pages and exciting quizzes. There will be no

boring moments in your New York vacationâ€¦ Watch as your kids become little experts about New

York City: the relevant history, what the city looks like, the transportation system, and many fun and

fascinating facts about the city. Your little tour guide will take you through New York City attractions

â€¦ Be sure to visit the best sites for kids: The amazing Central Park, the famous Empire State

Building, the one and only Time Square, and many magnificent bridges and museumsâ€”plus all the

fun things to do in NYC! From planning and packing to returning home. The New York City guide

and diary will become a souvenir of your travel that the whole family can treasure for a lifetime.Â 

You, the parentsâ€¦ All you need to do is to find an available bench and relax. And, of course, enjoy

your New York City vacation while you enjoy your active children. For more USA travel guides and

lots of fun and enrichment: â€œKids' Travel Guide â€“ USAâ€•â€”all about the USA, no matter which

area or city you visit. â€œKids' Travel Guide â€“ USA & New York Cityâ€•â€”everything about the

USA and things to do in New York City combined in one book.Â  Even more adventures with

Kidsâ€™ Travel Guides to Spain, Germany, Australia, Thailand, France, Paris, Italy, Rome, San

Diego, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Washington, DC, United Kingdom, London, and many more

destinationsâ€¦ Go to theFlyingKids website and get more free activities, gifts and special offers.

Grab a copy of the most fun, educational, and interesting travel guide for kids and enjoy a new

family adventure! FlyingKids makes your family travel more fun, enriching, and unforgettable.
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The book is designed to get kids interesting in unplugging from their electronic devices and put them

in charge of getting the most out of their experience in visiting New York City with their guide,

Leonardo. There are 46 pages, the first two are more introductory and publishing info, the next a

Table of Contents followed by a page for Parents to read to help the child get the most out of the

book then intro of the book to the child. The rest of the book except for the back page is pretty much

interactive asking the child how they are planning on getting there and who is going, checklist of

things to pack, a word search along with a little history, how to get around and things to do at iconic

destinations and spaces to document thoughts and experience and paste pictures. --Kathryn

SprowlThis travel guide for kids is a great way to introduce the concept of New York City to a child. I

like this book- it simplifies things for kids, yet makes the learning fun, interactive, and entertaining. I

have never been to New York City myself, so this is a learning book for both of us! And, it really is

nice to have this book so we can talk about our dreams of future travels and have a place such as

New York City to be our destination, as it really is a feasible place for us to visit. Children need to

know more about what it outside of their home towns, states, and such. It is a larger sized book,

which I like- smaller books are hard to find and keep neat. It is oriented towards children and truly

makes the learning fun with various activities in there along with the words and pictures. --ldt13I

bought this kids travel guide for New York City for my daughter. We live very close to the city and go

there several times a year with both of my children. The book talks about New York City giving

history and fun facts about the City and the famous sites to visit. It also has places for the kids to

write in answers and little puzzles and various activities to do. The pages are fairly thick and can be

used with markers, crayons or colored pencils. We will be using this book as a scrapbook type

memory book. I did receive this product at a discounted price in exchange for my honest and

unbiased opinion. --lorene

FlyingKids makesyour family travel more fun, educational, trouble-free, and meaningful byproviding

a wide range of solutions and information for both parents and kidsto many travel

destinations.Â Especially designedfor kids! The interactive Kids&apos; Travel Guides tell your kids

everything theyneed to know about the country or city you plan to visit. From planning andpacking

to returning home with a record of great family memories to cherish.Â For Parents! acomplete site

for the traveling family&apos;s to learn how to have the best plan foryour vacation with your kids.



Ideas for entertaining kids during long drives.And tips and benefits from our great parent forums and

articles on theflyingkids.com.

In agreement with previous reviews. Great guide/keepsake for a trip to NYC!

The map is wrong in this book Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â•

I think this will be a wonderful keepsake!

Perfect for my grandchild! We are anticipating a trip to NYC soon.

I really did not know what to expect with this Kids' Travel Guide New York City. I thought it might tell

some places that are fun for kids to visit. Wow, I was very excited when I looked thought the

book.First of all, it is not just a travel guide, it is a journal/scrapbook of the trip. The book talks about

New York City giving history and fun facts about the place and sites. It also have places for the kids

to write in answers and little puzzles/activities to do. Each of the pages are very thick and will hold

up to a lot of use and getting in and out during a trip. The pages are very colorful and kid friendly

and are presented in a way that catches a kids attention. I was even excited to look through and see

what it had to say about the different sites. There are so many things to do in New York City. This is

a good book to help narrow down some of the choices too. This is definitely a great way to start a

trip.I received this product at a free or reduced price in exchange for an honest review. I take pride

in providing honest reviews because I personally use reviews for most of the items I buy. I try to

read a selection of good and bad reviews about the products that I am interested in. I find that this

helps me to make a more informed decision. Please rate this review as helpful if it provided any

information that allowed you to make your decision to buy this product or not.

This travel guide for kids is a great way to introduce the concept of New York City to a child. I like

this book- it simplifies things for kids, yet makes the learning fun, interactive, and entertaining. I

have never been to New York City myself, so this is a learning book for both of us! And, it really is

nice to have this book so we can talk about our dreams of future travels and have a place such as

New York City to be our destination, as it really is a feasible place for us to visit. Children need to

know more about what it outside of their home towns, states, and such. It is a larger sized book,

which I like- smaller books are hard to find and keep neat. It is oriented towards children and truly



makes the learning fun with various activities in there along with the words and pictures. The binding

is intact. There were no loose pages. Overall, pretty satisfied with this product. No issues or

concerns with this. I would recommend this book to others as well. I received this book at a

promotional rate or deep discount in exchange for my fair and honest review, which I have provided

here. The opinions here are my own and are only influenced by the product itself and my

experience with it.

These books are so cute! I actually got them for my international friends so they can read and know

where to travel and it helps with their English but these are great for kids too! It has real info and fun

activities that they can do too. It will keep their brains going! Great family activity as well as fun!I

have received this product for free or at a discounted price in exchange for an honest and unbiased

review. I am being 100% honest and I am not being paid to review this product nor will I take

payment to review a product! If my review was helpful for you in any way, please click the [YES]

bottom below. Thank you for reading!!!

The book is designed to get kids interesting in unplugging from their electronic devices and put them

in charge of getting the most out of their experience in visiting New York City with their guide,

Leonardo.There are 46 pages, the first two are more introductory and publishing info, the next a

Table of Contents followed by a page for Parents to read to help the child get the most out of the

book then intro of the book to the child.The rest of the book except for the back page is pretty much

interactive asking the child how they are planning on getting there and who is going, checklist of

things to pack, a word search along with a little history, how to get around and things to do at iconic

destinations and spaces to document thoughts and experience and paste pictures.I would say the

book is appropriate for a child who can read well on up to an adult to get them more interested and

excited about their trip to NYC even if not planning all of the destinations on the visit as could save

the book and document on a future visit and gives food for thought in planning your visit and things

to think about while you are there to get the maximum experience.I purchased this product at a

discount in exchange for my honest and unbiased review, but after reading it is something I would

pay full price for and will if I ever have grandchildren to take with me.
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